The detection sensitivity of an atomic force microscope with optical beam deflection for small cantilevers is characterized experimentally and theoretically. An adjustable aperture is used to optimize the detection sensitivity for cantilevers of different length. With the aperture, the signal-to-noise ratio of cantilever deflection measurements is increased by a factor of 1.5 to nearly 3. A theoretical model is set up that generally describes the optical beam deflection detection in an atomic force microscope. This model is based on diffraction theory and includes the particular functional shape of the cantilever.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, it has become possible to operate atomic force microscope 1 ͑AFM͒ cantilevers smaller than 10 m in length. 2, 3 Using small cantilevers is one way of addressing the demand of advanced applications 4, 5 for low-noise and high-speed measurements. 6, 7 One of the limiting fundamental noise sources in the AFM is thermal noise of the cantilever. With the use of smaller cantilevers, this noise source can be reduced such that, in principle, very small forces can be measured. With smaller forces, deflections of the cantilever become smaller and detection noise becomes more significant, especially for measurements at dc ͑force spectroscopy, 5 molecular sensing, 8 attractive-and repulsive-force mode imaging 9 ͒. Therefore, it is important to have a good, lownoise detection system. A low-noise detection system is also required in cases where thermal noise is the actual subject of study and not a limiting noise source. 10 The deflections of AFM cantilevers are typically detected with the optical beam deflection method. 11, 12 This method uses angular changes of an optical beam, reflected off the cantilever, to measure the deflection. The advantage of optical beam deflection compared to other detection schemes 1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is simplicity. Remote sensing with the optical beam that is focused to a spot on the cantilever and reflected off it physically separates the detector from the cantilever-sample environment. The cantilever can therefore easily be submerged in transparent liquids. 20 Various cantilever sizes, 21, 22 shapes 23, 24 and materials 3, [25] [26] [27] can be chosen to satisfy particular experimental requirements. Small cantilevers need small focused spot sizes. To date, focused spot sizes down to 1.6 m in diameter have been achieved. 3 Small focused spot sizes are not always preferable, since detection sensitivity is highest when the focused spot size is matched to the cantilever size. 28, 29 For larger cantilevers, therefore, larger focused spot sizes are best. In order to operate a wide range of cantilever sizes at optimum detection sensitivity, the AFM needs to be capable of adjusting the focused spot size to the particular cantilever size. An easy way of doing this is with an adjustable aperture in the incident beam path. We show in this article that we can significantly increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection when using an adjustable aperture. To explain this behavior, we set up a simple theoretical model. This new model is based on diffraction theory that takes into account the functional shape of the cantilever and extends existing theories 28, 29 that approximate the cantilever as a rigid and hinged beam.
II. EXPERIMENT
The measurements were taken on a home-built AFM with optical beam deflection detection. This AFM was designed to produce a small focused spot on the cantilever and can be used to operate small cantilevers. 3 A collimated laser beam of wavelength ϭ670 nm and 4 mW power from a single-mode laser diode illuminates a slit aperture of width a ͑Fig. 1͒. The light that passes through the aperture forms the incident beam and is focused by a lens system to a spot with an irradiance profile I c on the cantilever. This focused spot is oriented with its long axis along the cantilever. The center of the focused spot can be moved on the cantilever to a position p c . The light reflected by the cantilever forms the reflected beam that passes back through the lens. It is separated from the incident beam by the polarizing beamsplitter with the /4 wave plate and is directed onto the photodetector where it illuminates the two segments, A and B, with an irradiance profile I d . The spot is centered on the detector such that the same power is incident on each segment: P A ϭ P B . The difference of those powers, P A Ϫ P B , provides the difference signal of a measurement of the cantilever's deflection.
Pictures of the focused spot on a 40 m long silicon nitride cantilever similar to ones described before 7 were taken for different aperture widths, a, using a CCD camera ͓Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͔͒. At full aperture width ͑aϭ2 mm͒, the focused spot on the cantilever is smallest ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. When the aperture width is reduced, the focused spot is reduced in power but becomes larger in size ͓Fig. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͔͒. At an intermediate aperture width ͑aϭ0.19 mm͒, the spot approximately fills the cantilever ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒. With a further reduction of the aperture width, the spot overfills the cantilever ͑Fig. 2d͒ and light is spilled over the cantilever's edges. This effect of increasing spot size with decreasing aperture width can be understood by diffraction theory: The lens creates a diffraction pattern of the aperture in the cantilever plane, thus a large aperture width results in a small spot size and vice versa. In other words, a large incident beam is needed to produce a small spot on the cantilever. A quantitative treatment of the effect of the aperture will be given in Sec. III. Note that the focused spot changes size predominantly in one dimension only, namely in the direction of the cantilever length and not in the direction of the cantilever width, since the slit aperture only restricts the incident beam in that direction.
For measurements of the optical beam deflection detection sensitivity, a 10 m long cantilever was oscillated in air, far off any surface, at its fundamental vibrational resonance frequency ͑1.78 MHz͒ by a piezo actuator. The difference signal of the measurement was the difference of the light power incident on each detector segment, P A Ϫ P B , at maximum cantilever deflection. The difference signal was maximized by moving the center of the focused spot on the cantilever to an optimum position p c . For large aperture widths ͑i.e., small focused spot sizes͒, this optimum position was toward the tip of the cantilever and moved closer toward the center of the cantilever for decreasing aperture width ͑i.e., larger focused spot sizes͒. The difference signal at the respective optimum position of the focused spot on the cantilever is plotted versus the total power incident on the detector ͑Fig. 3͒. For large aperture widths, much light power is collected at the detector and the difference signal is high ͑normalized to 1 at full aperture width͒. When the aperture width is decreased and less power is collected at the detector, the difference signal at first stays about constant down to a power of about 0.8 a.u. and only decreases with a further reduction of the power. This is different from the behavior of the difference signal when the laser power is reduced by using filters in the incident beam path but the aperture width FIG. 2 . Focused spot at different aperture widths. A smaller aperture width results in a larger spot size, which affects the optical beam deflection sensitivity. ͑a͒ Aperture width aϭ2.0 mm ͑full aperture͒. The focused spot is smallest in length. This small focused spot size results in a large spot size at the detector. ͑b͒ Aperture width aϭ0.52 mm. Decreasing the aperture width means decreasing the effective numerical aperture of the optical system, thus increasing the focused spot size ͑even though its power is reduced͒. ͑c͒ Aperture width aϭ0.19 mm. The focused spot approximately fills the cantilever, a condition that theoretically maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio. ͑d͒ Aperture width aϭ0.10 mm. The focused spot overfills the cantilever and the signal-to-noise ratio drops. For maximum detection sensitivity, each spot must be moved to its optimum position on the cantilever.
FIG. 3.
Detector difference signal as a function of the light power on the detector for two different methods of modifying the incident beam. When a filter is used to lower the power of the incident beam, the difference signal drops inversely proportional to the power. When an aperture is used to narrow the size of the incident beam, the difference signal stays about constant for high powers and decreases for lower powers ͑smaller aperture widths͒. Since the focused spot size increases when decreasing the aperture width, the spot was moved on the cantilever for each aperture size to maximize the difference signal ͑toward the tip for small spots, and toward the center for larger spots͒. is kept constant ͑Fig. 3͒. In this case, the difference signal decreases proportionally to the power on the detector.
The detection noise of the measurement could be defined as the rms value of the detector difference signal, P A Ϫ P B , in a bandwidth around the cantilevers' resonance frequency ͑with the piezo actuator inactive͒. In that bandwidth, however, Brownian motion of the cantilever was dominant in the measured fluctuations. But Brownian motion of the cantilever is true cantilever motion and not detection noise. For the measurements presented here, Brownian motion of the cantilever remained below the detection noise level for frequencies below the resonance frequency and the detection noise level at those frequencies was flat. Therefore, we defined the detection noise in a measurement of a cantilever deflection as the rms value of the detector difference signal in a 50-90 kHz bandwidth. This rms value was measured indirectly by taking a power spectrum of the detector difference signal and integrating the spectrum from 50 to 90 kHz. The fact that the detection noise at those frequencies ͑including dc͒ is greater than the signal from cantilever movement supports the need for improved detection sensitivity.
The difference signal for the 10 m cantilever is plotted versus aperture width ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. When the aperture width is reduced, the difference signal stays about constant up to an aperture width of aХ1.0 mm, and then drops to 0 for a closed aperture ͑aϭ0 mm͒. The detection noise ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ starts to decrease right away and drops to an electronic background level at closed aperture. The signal-to-noise ratio ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ increases at first and peaks at aХ0.7 mm. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of a measurement of the cantilever's deflection is higher at a reduced aperture width than it is at full aperture width. An even more dramatic effect was observed with a 40 m cantilever ͓vibrated in air at its fundamental resonance frequency ͑147 kHz͔͒. The signal-tonoise ratio of a measurement of its vibration amplitude was recorded in a similar way as was done for the 10 m cantilever ͑data not shown͒. The signal-to-noise ratio increased by a factor of almost 3 for a reduced aperture width.
III. THEORY
In this section we will first qualitatively explain why there is an optimum signal-to-noise ratio for an intermediate aperture width. We will then set up a theoretical model of the optical beam deflection detection in an AFM and derive expressions for the signal and for the noise of a measurement. Also, we will derive an expression for the minimum detectable cantilever deflection.
It is best to have a small spot on the detector: For a maximum difference signal, as much light as possible must shift from one detector segment toward the other when the cantilever is deflected. This can be achieved by accumulating most of the light power on the detector at its center, just between the two segments. In fact, all light power that is too far from the center of the detector such that it does not move from one segment to the other when the cantilever is deflected does not contribute to the difference signal. 30 The shot noise of the measurement, however, is proportional to the square root of the total light power on the detector, P A ϩ P B . Therefore, all the light on the detector contributes to the shot noise but does not necessarily contribute to the difference signal. In our system ͑Fig. 1͒, the aperture plane and the detector plane are optically conjugated planes. When the cantilever is big enough to reflect the entire incident beam, then the aperture is imaged onto the detector, i.e., an identical image of the aperture is produced on the detector. Reducing the aperture width thus reduces the detector spot size and power, but does not change the irradiance at the center of the detector. Consequently, reducing the aperture width decreases the shot noise but does not decrease the difference signal. So the signal-to-noise ratio increases for reduced aperture width. Reducing the aperture width, however, also increases the focused spot size on the cantilever. At a certain aperture width, the focused spot on the cantilever becomes larger in size than the cantilever itself. Now, light spills over the cantilever's edges and the spot on the detector does not decrease much further in size, but only in power. The difference signal now decreases faster than the shot noise and so the signal-to-noise ratio decreases as well.
To quantitatively model this behavior, we refer to the experimental setup in Fig. 1 . A collimated monochromatic laser beam passes through an aperture and is focused onto the cantilever by a converging lens. The light reflected from the cantilever is collimated again by the same lens and is directed onto the detector. For simplicity we keep the following analysis one-dimensional, i.e., we assume a one-dimen- FIG. 4 . ͑a͒ Experimental and theoretical detector difference signal as function of the aperture width for the 10 m cantilever. The difference signal stays about constant for large aperture widths even though the aperture reduces the power of the incident beam. ͑b͒ Experimental and theoretical noise and signal-to-noise ratio as functions of the aperture width. The noise starts to drop as soon as incident beam power is lost. Therefore, the signalto-noise ratio exhibits a maximum at a smaller that full aperture width.
sional aperture and a one-dimensional cantilever. This is no limitation of the general case if we assume that the irradiance distribution of the laser light in the direction of the cantilever width can be factored out and all integrals in that dimension can be extended to infinity. The first condition is satisfied for the approximately Gaussian beam of a single-mode laser diode. The second condition is fulfilled when we assume that the spot widths on the cantilever and on the detector are smaller than the cantilever width and the detector width, respectively. Within those conditions, the particular size and shape of the focused spot in the direction along the cantilever width is not critical to the detection sensitivity ͑so only the size and shape along the cantilever length matters͒. This onedimensional model is reasonable since we are interested in measuring the vertical deflection of the cantilever, i.e., how much the tip of the cantilever moves up and down. In case we wanted to measure lateral or torsional cantilever deflections, however, as is done in friction force microscopy, we would have to consider the dimension along the cantilever width as well.
We assume that the irradiance distribution of the incident beam in the plane of the aperture is of Gaussian shape:
where w is the collimated 1/e 2 beam diameter and I 0 is a constant related to the total power of the incident ͑one-dimensional͒ beam, P 0 , by
To perform the transformation of the irradiance profile of the beam as it passes through the optical system, we consider the scalar wave function
The scalar wave function is a function such that the square of its modulus is the irradiance. The lens focuses the part of the beam that passes through the aperture onto the cantilever and we calculate the focused spot profile E c (p) by the diffraction integral:
where kϭ2/ is the wave number of the incident beam, a is the aperture width, f is the focal length of the lens and ␣ 1 is a loss factor (0р␣ 1 р1) due to absorption and stray reflection of the light in the optical elements. We neglected vignetting effects due to the finite extent of the lens and assumed the aperture was located at the back focal plane of the lens by dropping a curvature phase factor. Mathematically, Eq. ͑4͒ constitutes a Fourier transform of the incident beam irradiance. Note that E c (p) is real, but generally not Gaussian. The focused spot is now moved on the cantilever to position p c and the part of the incident beam that hits the cantilever is reflected back up, passes back through the lens, and is directed onto the detector. The spot profile on the detector can be approximated for small cantilever deflections (zӶ) by the diffraction integral
where p c is the position of the center of the focused spot on the cantilever, z is the deflection of the cantilever at the tip (pϭLin our case͒ and h(p) is the functional form of the shape of the cantilever, normalized to h(0)ϭ0 and h(L) ϭ1. a 2 is the loss factor (0р␣ 2 р1) for the reflected beam, accounting for both the transmittance of the cantilever and for light power loss in the optical elements. The phase factor containing h(p) accounts for phase shifts in the reflected light from different positions on the cantilever. It arises because light that is reflected from the cantilever base has to travel an additional distance 2z before it reaches the detector as compared to a similar reflection from the cantilever tip. Note that no assumptions are made about the particular normalized shape of the cantilever, h(p). The detector is sensitive to the irradiance of the light and the detector segments are collecting the light power
and
At zero deflection of the cantilever, zϭ0, the spot is centered on the detector and P A ϭ P B . The size of each detector segment, b, should be chosen large enough such that the spot fits on the detector, which was the case for the experiment. Then the integrals in Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ can be extended to infinity. We assume that the detector is ideal ͑perfect 100% responsivity and zero noise͒. Then the difference signal, S, of a measurement of the cantilever's deflection, z, is the difference of the incident powers onto the two detector segments:
P denotes the Cauchy principal part of the integral. The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. For small cantilever deflections, zӶ1/k, the exponential in the integrand can be approximated by a Taylor expansion with respect to z about zϭ0, e 2ikz͑h͑ p͒Ϫh͑ pЈ͒͒ Х1ϩ2ikz͑h͑ p͒Ϫh͑ pЈ͒͒. ͑9͒
When inserting Eq. ͑9͒ into Eq. ͑8͒ and noting that E c is real, the 0th-order term integrates out to 0 ͑since the integrand is antisymmetric with respect to p and pЈ) and we obtain for the difference signal:
͑10͒
The P denoting the Cauchy principal part was dropped since the integrand is no longer singular at pϭpЈ. S is proportional to z and is inversely proportional to ͑i.e., small wavelengths are preferable for a good detection͒. We define the optical detection sensitivity, , for small cantilever deflections, z, as the rate with which the difference signal increases when the cantilever is deflected:
A fundamental lower limit to the noise in a measurement of the cantilever deflection is set by the quantized nature of the light, which results in shot noise rms power fluctuations:
where P A ϩ P B is the total light power on the detector, ប is the energy of one photon and ⌬ f is the detection bandwidth. Finally, we define the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ of a measurement of a small cantilever amplitude as the quotient of Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑12͒,
The factor /N is the signal-to-noise ratio per unit cantilever deflection and directly represents the ''goodness'' of the optical detection. /N is independent of the particular cantilever deflection but depends on the cantilever shape. The minimum detectable cantilever deflection ͑SNRϭ1͒ is
There are three special cases of immediate interest for the cantilever shape, h( p), in Eq. ͑10͒. The first case is that of a straight, rigid lever, hinged at its base, with a normalized shape
In this case, the analysis of the optical lever sensitivity is simplest, since the cantilever acts like a flat mirror. This case was treated in the theory by Gustafsson and Clarke. 29 A more realistic atomic force microscope cantilever, however, is a flexible cantilever that is clamped at its base and free at its tip. If a static, vertical force acts on the tip, the cantilever will flex and have a slope that is largest at the tip and zero at the base. .
͑16͒
This case is often applicable for force curve or contact mode operation. A third case applies for modes of operation where the cantilever is vibrated at its fundamental resonance frequency, for example in ac noncontact 13 or tapping mode 34 operations. The shape of a cantilever vibrating at its fundamental resonance frequency is slightly different from that of a statically deflected cantilever and has the functional shape 33 h 3 ͑ p ͒ϭG͑ cosh pϪcos p͒ϩH͑sinh pϪsin p͒, ͑17͒
where Lϭ1.8751, Gϭ0.5000, and HϭϪ0.3670. This is the functional form of the cantilever shape that we used in our theoretical calculations, since it most closely matched the experimental conditions. 35 For higher order vibrational modes of the cantilever, L, G and H take on different values and the theoretical results would completely change. Generally a smaller spot would give maximum signal-tonoise ratio, because the region of maximum slope is smaller and because some parts of the cantilever have opposite slope and thus tend to cancel each other's contribution to the difference signal.
The difference signal, the noise and the signal-to-noise ratio ͓Eqs. ͑10͒, ͑12͒ and ͑13͔͒ were evaluated numerically 36 for different aperture widths, a, where we chose fϭ6.75 mm and wϭ1.5 mm to match the experimental parameter. For each aperture width, the position of the focused spot on the cantilever, p c , was chosen by trial-and-error such that the difference signal calculated by Eq. ͑10͒ was maximized. This reflects our experimental procedure of maximizing the difference signal. This procedure also approximately maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio.
IV. DISCUSSION
The theoretical difference signal ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒ of a deflection of the 10 m cantilever is plotted versus the aperture width in Fig. 4͑a͒ ͑both theoretical and experimental curves are normalized to 1 at ␣ϭ2.0 mm͒. The theoretical difference signal closely matches the experimental data. The theoretical shot noise ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒ and the signal-to-noise ratio using the shot noise ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒ of a deflection of the 10 m cantilever are plotted versus the aperture width in Fig. 4͑b͒ ͑also normalized to 1 at aϭ2.0 mm͒. The theoretical signalto-noise ratio first increases for decreasing aperture width and exhibits a peak at aХ0.8 mm. This optimum aperture width representing the best performance of the instrument closely predicts the experimentally determined optimum aperture width (aХ0.7 mm͒. The reason that the correspondence between theory and experiment in Fig. 4͑b͒ is worse than in Fig. 4͑a͒ is that the theoretical noise differs from the experimental noise. We had only considered the fundamentally limiting shot noise in the theory, which underestimates the total noise in the measurement. ͑The fact that the theoretical noise seems to overestimate the experimental noise at intermediate aperture widths is due to the normalization.͒ There are other noise sources that usually exceed the fundamental shot noise limit such as power or pointing fluctuations of the laser light or electrical noise of the detector. 33 The theoretical minimum detectable cantilever deflection in a 1 Hz detection bandwidth using our setup with the optimum aperture width for the 10 m cantilever calculates to z min Х2.5ϫ10 Ϫ15 m ͓Eq. ͑14͒, ␣ 1 ϭ␣ 2 ϭ1͔, but experimental values can be one order of magnitude higher.
The beneficial effect of the aperture increases with larger cantilevers. For example, the signal-to-noise ratio of a measurement of the deflection of a 40 m cantilever could be increased by a factor of almost 3 at an intermediate aperture width.
Future improvements of the experimental setup could include the possibility to apodize the aperture to approximately preserve the Gaussian shape of the incident beam. This would avoid higher-order irradiance maxima of the beam in the cantilever plane that could miss the cantilever, be reflected up by the sample and interfere in a nonpreferred way with the light reflected off the cantilever. A more general improvement would be an aperture with a twodimensional pattern whose transmittance varies across the aperture in order to produce a variety of different spot shapes on the cantilever. Another method to match the focused spot to the cantilever in length would be the use of an adjustable beam expander in place of the adjustable aperture. The adjustable beam expander could vary the incident beam diameter and thus match the focused spot to the cantilever in size without cutting out beneficial incident light power. Alternatively, removable and interchangeable focusing elements could be used. The above equations would still be valid with a slight modification of Eq. ͑4͒. With an adjustable beam expander, cantilevers of various sizes could be used at the same detection sensitivity.
V. CONCLUSION
We have used an adjustable aperture in the incident beam path of an AFM for small cantilevers. The adjustable aperture optimizes the detection sensitivity when using the AFM with different size cantilevers. Different cantilever sizes require different aperture widths for maximum detection sensitivity. The signal-to-noise ratio of the detection was increased by a factor of 1.5 to nearly 3 when using the aperture. We have set up a theoretical model explaining this behavior. This model is quite general and takes into account the particular functional shape of the cantilever when it is deflected. The results were derived for an AFM for small cantilevers, but can easily be applied for conventional AFMs with optical beam deflection detection.
